American Innovations to Attend Global Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Conference
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April 26, 2010 (Fort Walton Beach, FL) American Innovations, Inc. is honored to be participating at the
Global Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Conference being held in Fort Walton Beach, Florida from
April 27th to April 30th. American Innovations will be presenting their XD-2i Field Explosives Detection
Kit, the HD-5 Repeat Detonation Total Containment Vessel also known as a Bomb Chamber, and Bomb
Resistant Trash Receptacles.
Attendees will have the opportunity to use and challenge the XD-2i explosives detection system
during hands-on live demonstrations. Welcoming any and all explosives challenges is how American
Innovations continues to expand the confidence of field operators when it comes to their XD-2i
explosives detection system.
The conference, presented by NDIA and the EOD Memorial Foundation, will provide a public forum to
discuss the utility of Army, Navy, Marine and Air Force EOD forces across the full spectrum of conflict
– particularly in the areas of homeland defense, irregular warfare, stability operations, security force
assistance and major combat operations.
American Innovations, Inc. Security and Defence related technologies are being used throughout the
world by Domestic and Foreign Military, Law Enforcement, First Responders, and in both the public and
private sectors. American Innovations has worked hard to facilitate cooperation between industry and
the EOD community, with the goal of ensuring EOD and Police Forces have access to the capabilities
and support training required to enhance mission effectiveness, save lives, and help prevent life
changing injuries.
American Innovations considers this extraordinary conference to be another opportunity to salute, thank
and support our men and women serving in the armed forces and those in government who work
tirelessly to protect lives and infrastructure by offering the very best in technology, training and support.
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